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Abstract—Currently, software complexity and size has been steadily growing, while the variety of testing has also been increased as well. The quality of software testing must be improved to meet deadlines and reduce development testing costs. Testing software manually is time consuming, while automation saves time and money as well as increasing test coverage and accuracy. Over the last several years, many approaches to automate test case creation have been proposed. Model-based testing (MBT) is a test design technique that supports the automation of software testing processes by generating test artefacts based on a system model that represents the system under test's (SUT) behavioral aspects. The optimization technique for automatically generating test cases using Sena TLS-Parser is discussed in this paper. Sena TLS-Parser is developed as a Plug-in Tool to generate test cases automatically and reduce the time spent manually creating test cases. The process of generating test cases automatically by Sena TLS-Parser is be presented through several case studies. Experimental results on six publicly available java applications show that the proposed framework for Sena TLS-Parser outperforms other automated test case generation frameworks. Sena TLS-Parser has been shown to solve the problem of software testers manually creating test cases, while able to complete optimization in a shorter period of time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Before a software can be released to consumers, it needs to pass the software testing phase. Software testing covers the aspect of testing the software to meet its functional requirements as well as discovering errors before the software is released. Two main factors are usually used to determine whether tests will show failures: test inputs and test oracles [1]. A statement in JUnit test is an example of a test oracle. Software testing is important not only for the software company, but also for consumers. Many consumers are currently worried about how software companies ensure software quality, the mechanisms used to do so, and so on. Although the types, frequency and activities of tests vary from program to program, most of the common activities used in each test cycle are: requirements testing, test planning, writing test cases, test execution, testing feedback and defect testing.

The development of test cases is a difficult aspect of software testing [2]. Creating test cases manually is time consuming. Creating test cases manually should address the aspects of the test objective. Therefore, creating test cases automatically is more efficient and consumes less time. The techniques for automated test case generation aim to efficiently identify a limited number of cases that satisfy an adequacy criterion, reducing the cost and resulting in more effective software product testing. One of the well-known techniques for software testing is Model-based testing (MBT). MBT is a testing technique that creates test cases automatically from models derived from existing application artifacts [3]. MBT is a promising approach for automatic testing to increase testing performance and effectiveness [4]. MBT can perform and complete test tasks in a more cost-effective and reliable manner than conventional test methods. A description of the MBT method is presented in [5]. This paper addresses the problem of manually creating test cases that consume more time. By introducing Sena TLSParser, test cases can be automatically created and generated. Sena TLS Parser can reduce time in generating test cases manually.

The next section will discuss related works followed by details of the proposed Sena TLS-Parser Framework. Subsequently, the implementation of Sena TLS-Parser is discussed followed by the comparison of the proposed framework with other frameworks.

II. RELATED WORK

With the development of model-based engineering technology [6], MBT has attracted more and more interest in research. In the past few years, several MBT tools have been developed to support MBT activities [7]. Li et al. [4] proposed and applied a set of test case generation criteria, as well as surveying new methods that have not been used in previous research or have not been analyzed using test case generation criteria. From 2000 to 2018, a review study on requirement-based test case generation was presented in [8]. The study was
conducted to gain information in the areas of requirements-based test case generation and future studies. In addition, authors in [9] present a systematic mapping study (SMS) by analyzing 87 studies in this field. They discovered that the majority of the studies were devoted to test generation activities. Utting et al. [10] presented model-based research literature over the last ten years including MBT methodology and the industry's current level of MBT adoption. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a diagrammatical modeling language that enables developers to identify, visualize, create, analyze and document system features. It is the most popular and widely accepted language in the software industry, to the point that its spread and popularity may have reached a point where it is impossible to imagine a software working without it. There are many UML diagrams used for this purpose such as class diagram, use case diagram, activity diagram and others. One of these diagrams, the UML activity diagram is used to describe behavior while modeling the sequence of activities in the system. It is closely related to use case diagram, which shows the sequence of steps the system performs in order to carry out a use case. By using it, any software process is simplified and improved by identifying complex use cases. Therefore, many research works concentrate on generating test cases from UML [11 - 16].

Many researchers have created a variety of tools for test case generation, but the features of these tools vary greatly. This makes it difficult for the user to identify the right tool for the testing process. TCG, an open-source LoTuS modelling tool plugin was developed by Muniz et al. [17] to generate test cases. EvoSuite [18, 19] is a tool that generates test suites automatically for Java programs with high code coverage and assertions. EvoSuite employs a number of innovative techniques that result in increased structural coverage and efficient assertion selection based on seeded defects, both of which are important features that other Java tools are lacking. Another tool called EPiT was developed by Ibrahim et al. [20], which is shown to be effective in generating test cases automatically. With the increase in Android mobile devices, there is growing interest in automated testing for Android applications. GUI testing is one of the most used techniques for detecting errors in mobile applications and for testing app functionality and usability. Salihu et al. [21] proposed AMOGA which is an alternative model-based testing approach for mobile apps. Their proposed method uses a combination of the UI element's event list and each event to dynamically exercise event ordering at run time. Another tool called APE is presented by Gu et al. [22] for Android apps testing. PLATOOL [23] is another tool that has been proven effective in creating useful functional tests to deal with events involved in mobile applications during the automatic testing phase. More details about various software testing techniques applied for testing mobile applications are shown in [24].

The Synchronized Depth First Search (SDFS) introduced by Pinkal and Niggemann [25] to automate test case generation is proven to efficiently execute testing with less effort and time compared to other techniques. Based on research, it is possible to generate test cases automatically using Timed Synchronizable I/O Automation. Genetic algorithms have been used successfully in software testing. Mishra et al. [26, 27] shows how genetic algorithms are used for software testing in generating random test cases. Du et al. [28] presents a combination of genetic algorithms with mutation testing to increase coverage and mutation score within test cases. To assess output in terms of generating test cases, the proposed algorithm by Wang and Liu [29] shows that it is capable of achieving both high performance and low time cost in the automated generation of software test cases.

One significant approach is the generation of test cases from UML models. Shin and Lim [30] propose an approach in reducing time and resources required for testing embedded software. Ma and Provost [31] suggest a testing process that ensures that a system’s nominal behavior is fully covered while still allowing for the consideration of defective behavior. Elgortobi et al. [32] describe the components of an automated Modified Condition/Decision Coverage MC/DC Test Generation Tool (TGT) for avionics software test sequence generation. Their method incorporates three coverage parameters to increase the performance and error detection capacity of the derived tests. The criteria are selected to satisfy the industrial needs for avionics software certification.

III. SENA TLS-PARSER

Sena TLS-Parser consists of four main steps. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart for Sena TLS-Parser.

Based on Fig. 1, Sena TLS-Parser can be used to generate test cases automatically in Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The source code is the input for Sena TLS-Parser. The schema parser will read the source codes line by line. The token will be used to detect classes and methods using code smell. The algorithm for code smell is discussed in [33]. MBT is used for generating the test cases. The algorithm for generating the test cases is discussed in [20]. However, for the time being, Sena TLS-Parser can only generate test cases for Java applications only. The output for Sena TLS-Parser is the generated test cases as shown in Fig. 2.

---

**Fig. 1. The Flowchart for Sena TLS-Parser.**

---
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SENA TLS-PARSER

The tool is executed in four steps and this section discusses the steps. The first step is importing the java project to an Eclipse environment as a Plug-in Tool. Fig. 3 shows an example of how Sena TLS-Parser is imported as a Plug-in Tool. By clicking the in-help tab menu, Sena TLS-Parser can be installed as a new software option in Eclipse environment. Sena TLS-Parser will then analyze the codes by right clicking the project and selecting the SenaTLSParser-2.0 as shown in Fig. 4.

Based on Table II, Sena TLS-Parser successfully generated test cases automatically for each application. The duration also depends on the line of code (LOC) for the application. If the LOC is smaller, less time is taken to generate the test cases; for example the Calculator application. If, however, the LOC is much bigger, more time is required to generate the test cases. However, the generation of the test cases also depends on the complexity of the algorithm and the number of methods the application has; for example the Elevator application.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Case studies are used for testing the performance of Sena TLS-Parse. The case studies are completed by testing Java applications only by developing test cases for each case study to evaluate performance in execution time. For the case studies, performance evaluation regarding Java applications is tested using Eclipse IDE Version 4.5. The six case studies were selected and downloaded from GitHub website [34]. The six case studies are Calculator [35], ATM Machine [36], BlackJack [37], Traffic Light Simulation [38], Airline Reservation [39] and Elevator [40]. Table I describes the case studies used in this paper by providing a summary of the number of classes for each application and a description for each case study.
The source codes from all applications are uploaded in Eclipse environment. Subsequently, Sena TLS-Parse is used as a Plug-in Tool to generate test cases for each application listed in Table I. The results for each case study are shown in Table II. Sena TLSParser shows the duration taken to analyze the source code and generate test cases based on the number of classes detected in the LOC for each application. The results show that the Calculator application is the fastest with 1ms. Meanwhile, the slowest is the ATM Machine application, which is 89ms. The comparison is based on the time required to generate test cases using Sena TLS-Parse.

Based on Table II, Sena TLS-Parser successfully generated test cases automatically for each application. The duration taken also depends on the LOC for each application. If the LOC is smaller, less time is required to generate the test cases; for example the Calculator application. If, however, the LOC is much bigger, more time is required to generate the test cases. However, the generation of the test cases will also depend on the complexity of the algorithm and the number of methods in the application; for example the Elevator application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Number classes</th>
<th>LOC (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculator [35]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM Machine [36]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlackJack [37]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Light Simulation [38]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline Reservation [39]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator [40]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Testing the software manually requires effort and is time consuming. Automation saves time and money while also increasing test coverage and accuracy, which is beneficial to both developers and testers. Choosing the right automation framework is critical to assist with various types of testing such as unit, functional, and regression testing. For comparison purposes, three automated testing frameworks are reviewed compared to the proposed framework, Sena TLS-Parser. These frameworks are JUnit [41], TestNG [42] and Epit [20], which are widely used in the generation of test cases.

A. Junit Testing Framework

JUnit [41] is a well-known Java unit testing framework. It is easy to understand, simple to integrate, and best of all, it is open-sourced. For writing test cases, JUnit employs annotations and assertions. It includes a test-runner for identifying and running all test methods in a project. The JUnit process is done through setting fixed states for objects and running tests by using Fixtures, Test suites, Test runners and JUnit classes are the main features offered by JUnit. The work of these Fixtures aims to provide a good environment for the conduct and implementation of the test. Test suites are a collection of unit test cases that are compiled together. Before testing a code, annotations are used in order to run the test suite. Test runners are used to carry out test cases while JUnit classes are used for testing and writing JUnits, with assert, test case, and test result.

B. TestNG Framework

Cédric Beust created TestNG [42], an open-source test automation framework inspired by JUnit and NUnit for the Java language. The goal of TestNG's design is to provide more powerful and easy-to-use functionalities for a broad range of test categories such as unit, functional, end-to-end, integration, and so on. TestNG's advanced and useful features make it a more robust framework than its competitors. In this framework, the executing of the methods is determined by a set of codes called annotations. Using these annotations demonstrates the usage of Java language new features in a real-world production environment.

C. EPiT Plug-in

EPiT [20] was created to reduce the time spent manually generating test cases by utilizing code smell technique for automated test case generation. EPiT begins by reading the code line by line before applying code smell technique to detect all classes in the Java application. Following that the tool determines the method’s name, input parameter, and return type and stores them in variables for use in generating test cases. EPiT has demonstrated its ability to optimize automated test case generation using the code smell technique in a short period of time and with high efficiency.

D. Comparisons of Results

Each framework is used to test the generation of test cases for the case studies. Table III presents the result comparison of the test cases generation framework for each case study based on execution time.

A JUnit test is a method in a class that is only used for testing. This is known as a Test class. To indicate that a method is a test method, @Test annotation is used. This function executes the code being tested. An assert method is used which is provided by Junit.

TestNG covers all categories of tests such as unit, functional, and integration testing. In this research, TestNG has
been integrated with eclipse to generate the test report and execute multiple test cases in parallel. TestNG uses various Annotations for test cases generation, such as @BeforeSuite, @AfterSuite, @BeforeTest, and @AfterTest. Annotations in TestNG are lines of code that can control how the method below them will be executed. Annotations are preceded by “@” symbol.

| TABLE III. THE RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT FRAMEWORKS |
|-------------------------------|----------|----------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Application                  | JUnit    | TestNG   | EPiT            | Sena TLS-Parser |
| Calculator                   | 32       | 9        | 8               | 1               |
| Airline Reservation          | 96       | 57       | 59              | 15              |
| Traffic Light Simulation     | 4201     | 4101     | 91              | 46              |
| Blackjack                    | 93       | 60       | 111             | 51              |
| ATM Machine                  | 179      | 76       | 94              | 89              |
| Elevator                     | 339      | 67       | 95              | 75              |

The comparison between the testing frameworks has been done based on duration required to generate test cases for each application. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tool (Sena TLS-Parser) in automatically and quickly producing test cases. Oshin et al. [43] compared JUnit framework with TestNG framework. Based on Table III, TestNG gives better results as compared with JUnit. The results show that the Calculator application is the fastest with 32ms for JUnit, 9ms for TestNG, 8ms for EPiT and 1ms using Sena TLS-Parser. For Calculator application, Sena TLS-Parser gives the best result compared to JUnit, TestNG and EPiT. Meanwhile, for the Traffic Light simulation, both JUnit and TestNG have more execution time as compared to EPiT and Sena TLS-Parser. Sena TLS-Parser is an automation testing tool dedicated for Sena Traffic Light System (TLS) with MBT embedded in its algorithm. Therefore, the results show it has better performance. Meanwhile, EPiT with its technique for code smell [33] improved the generation of test cases compared to the JUnit and TestNG frameworks.

For more clarification, Fig. 6 shows the graph for the applications and duration time for each of the frameworks. It is noticeable that the time taken by each framework to generate test cases depends on the complexity of the algorithm and the number of methods of the application. For example, the traffic light simulation application has more complexity for the algorithm as compared with the Elevator application. Therefore, it takes a lot of time to generate test cases using JUnit and TestNG frameworks. Comparing with EPiT and Sena TLS-Parser, traffic light simulation application takes less time than Elevator application in generating test cases. In addition, the line of codes for the ATM Machine application is less than the Elevator application, however it takes more time using EPiT framework when applying code smell algorithm for the purpose of reducing the redundancy of test cases generation.

To summarize, there are numerous factors that contribute to inconsistent results, including project code complexity, CPU usage, and memory usage. Despite inconsistencies in the results, the results of the case studies demonstrated that Sena TLS-Parser is faster than conventional manually generated test cases and other testing frameworks.

Fig. 6. Comparison of Results from different Frameworks.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

During the software testing process, automatic test data generation is critical. Unit-level testing is more successful because test cases cover all the essential paths of the software being tested. The process of creating test cases automatically by Sena TLS-Parse in an Eclipse setting was discussed in this paper. Based on the results presented in this paper, it is shown that Sena TLS-Parse has successfully generated test cases automatically and has a faster response time than traditional manual testing as well as JUnit testing and TestNG. Also, using the MBT technique to create test cases is a very powerful way to do so. For future work related to this research, Sena TLS-Parse framework can be extended to work with other programming languages such as C and C++. Adding other features would also be an interesting direction for future work using Sena TLS-Parse. Sena TLS-Parse can also be generalized to cover mobile applications for software testing. A converter can be used to convert the source codes of mobile application in “.apk” format into source codes of java programming in “.java” format. By having the convertor, Sena application in “.apk” format into source codes of java convertor can be used to convert the source codes of mobile applications. TLSParser will also be able to generate test cases for mobile applications.
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